Synchronous firing dynamics in a heterogeneous neurosecretory-cell population in an insect.
Five pairs of neurosecretory cells in the subesophageal ganglion of the silkmoth Bombyx mori discharge action potentials in (near) synchrony to release a pheromone biosynthesis-activating neuropeptide (PBAN). Waveforms of compound action potentials recorded extracellularly from axonal tracts were analyzed to determine the firing activity, timing of spikes and the combination of active cells. Analyses revealed a heterogeneous cellular organization of the neurosecretory cell system. There was a gradient in the firing activity among the cells and the activity of a cell was closely related to relative timing of firing: the most active cell was usually the first to fire and participated in about 90% of all synchronous firing events, while the least active unit was mostly the last to fire and contributed to only 40% of all firing events. A cell with a higher firing activity had a higher potential to mediate propagation of synchronous firing in the cell system. Firing activities of right and left cell groups usually differed and the difference increased in case of a low temperature. Synchronous firings occurred more frequently among the same subgroup of cells rather than different subgroups. Heterogeneous cellular organization and coupling may be important for producing a graded pattern of active cell numbers, which seems to be suitable for maintaining a stable firing (secretory) activity of the cell system for a long period of time.